WAC 16-91-020  Restricted holding facility license.  (1) An initial application fee of two hundred dollars is established for license of a restricted holding facility. The fee for the initial inspection is at the rates set in WAC 16-91-040. There is a renewal fee of one hundred dollars for the license and the applicable fee for the annual inspection of the facility. To implement the rule, the first expiration date of the license will be June 30, 2010, and June 30 every year after.

(2) Information about the application process and the standards for issuing a license to a restricted holding facility are found in chapter 16-30 WAC.

[Statutory Authority: Chapters 16.36 and 34.05 RCW. WSR 09-03-022 and 09-03-023, § 16-91-020, filed 1/9/09, effective 2/9/09.]